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8 July 2021 
 
Hello CONVO interpreters: 
 
First of all, we want to thank you for taking the time to read this and add your thoughts. The 
goal of this article is to call attention to concerns and continued abuse by CONVO of their 
interpreters. If you are worried about retaliation, we have set this document to be completely 
open and not require any form of login.  
 
Please use an incognito window and do not use your “Google address” to make changes to 
this document. Tracking of changes can not be turned off; however, if you are using an 
anonymous login then your identity is protected.  
 
Please do not remove but rather add. Use a different font color to indicate being a different 
person adding their own story. The Glassdoor post below is a story that has been asked to be 
posted on Deaf Vee. Feel free to make whatever additions you want!  
 
Please do NOT share this link with anyone outside of the VI teams at this time. For those that 
have quit or left CONVO, go ahead and share this with them as well--their story is important 
too. 
 
Our final request? Please share with every CONVO interpreter you know and believe is willing 
to share and contribute to this content. We will be keeping an eye on this throughout the 
weekend and we are closing this document on Sunday July 11, 2021, at 11:59 PM (PST). We 
appreciate your time! 
 
Thank you,  
Deaf Vee Team 
 
The link to the Glassdoor Review about working at Convo can be found here if you prefer reading in a 
separate window. 
 
Please share your experiences and additional comments below. 
 
Submission #1 [Glassdoor Review] 
 
Convo already pays below market rate but the Deaf owned/operated is the appeal. However, the 
platform is terrible--no virtual teaming, glitchy, and minimal features that support interpreters to do their 
best work. 
 
The active promotion of college classes over zoom being a great option to use VRS. This is an injustice 
to the Deaf community and abuse of interpreters. Deaf people have had to fight to get the right 
interpreters or any interpreters in their college classes and to then suggest and endorse VRS for all 
varieties of college classes instead of pushing the local interpreters to go to VRI for the students, shows 
how reckless Convo was to make more money and not actually care about the quality of language 
access. VRS is not meant for VRI of college classes. 
 
FCC says keep calls for 10 min, so many switch after 10 leaving a 2 hour class with up to 10 interpreters 
for one class. And we switch because fatigue and topics not being conducive to interpreters with no 
prep! Ultimately there is no effective communication happening, sub par learning takes place, and the 
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frustration of the caller rises. It's an injustice to support such language access strategies but because 
Convo is Deaf owned, they get away with it. 
 
Every time an interpreter commits more hours to Convo, they cut pay. First a .75 cut then over $2 all to 
offset the 'benefits' they offer. 
 
The six month in advance scheduling with not a big enough pool of interpreters to take shifts makes 
having a life outside of Convo impossible. Their PTO/VTO process is cumbersome and confusing. 
 
The suggestion to use Google translate to listen to interpreters while interpreting without telling 
interpreters how to handle Deaf caller questions on how or why they should do it and what happens 
when a translation doesn't match an interpretation (even though message meaning is preserved). 
 
While they may be expanding into other markets (most recently AU), they are not invested in their home 
base. 
 
Much of the leadership are not certified interpreters. Therefore they don't value certified interpreters 
which is why not being market competitive isn't an issue. By not being certified interpreters in 
leadership, they don't have to stay up to date with RID CEU requirements or even pay attention to what 
is happening in the industry hence the reason they treat experienced interpreters so poorly. 
 
The turnover of the executive interpreting team is appalling. Many of them and other positions were not 
allowed to announce their departure until hours before their final day. Many were not allowed to 
announce it at all. Senior people with years of experience have left abruptly. This speaks to the 
executive leadership. 
 
The call volume is much lower than our competitors will likely imagine. Therefore when an interpreter 
needs to switch a call to another interpreter, there is a good chance you will get that caller back later, 
and if you switched because you weren't best suited for that call, you now have to find a new excuse 
on why you're transferring again immediately or at 10 min. 
 
Overall, they may know the needs of the Deaf community but they don't know how to fully meet them. 
You need interpreters but the perspective isn't "we work together, Deaf+Interpreter" it is, "Interpreters 
work for us and if you have Deaf-Heart, you'll keep your mouth shut and do the job". I chose Convo 
because they were Deaf led and for the first 9 months, it was great. The last 18 have been 
embarrassing. Instead of investing in a proper platform, they are pitching to international markets. They 
aren't focused on equitable language access (re: college classes on VRS) but any language access 
that makes them money. 
 
Several years ago, when Z was burning bridges with interpreters, there was a mass exodus. Sorenson 
got wind and started "Operation Come Home" and they flew the doors wide open and hired and rehired 
dozens and dozens of Z interpreters. Sorenson learned hard lessons in the early 2010s and have 
corrected course and perceptions. They may have high volume but their compensation, benefits, perks, 
and platform balance it out! It is similar to Purple/Z now; hard lessons learned and interpreter rapport 
is being rebuilt. Convo claims to have watched the industry and learned from their competitors but they 
are falling into the same sad state and now interpreters are more empowered to demand language 
justice, proper working conditions, and respect. 
 
Many interpreters are planning an exit ahead of the waiver being rolled back by the FCC. Sorenson 
already has current employees applying and waiting for the final onboarding to be complete before 
leaving Convo. 
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Advice to Management 
Actually care about the interpreters. We are committed to the Deaf community but at the onset of the 
pandemic you made it clear the increase in minutes was a money making opportunity. The promotion 
of Mo started a trend of cost savings, interpreter crushing patterns and the arrival of Brandon made 
those trends permanent. They aren't leading with best practices for interpreters to be successful, they 
are leading with cost saving measures so they can push Convo into new markets; they just won't have 
any interpreters to carry out the vision. 
 
Submission #2 
  
From the perspective of a former Convo manager:  
This is some of the feedback I passed along during my 1.5 hour long exit interview and some of the 
things I fought for during my service. 

1. Interpreters do not feel valued... Employees should be treated as the valued customer. Instead, 
they treat them like the company is the customer 

2. Unreliable data w/expectation to coach based upon it. Interpreters are expected to meet metrics 
and defend their actions against invalid data.  

3. Lack of supports for VI health - archaic platform, no teaming function (will be over 1.5 years into 
pandemic before there is one ) no buffer between calls, cannot transfer, cannot ask questions, 
breaking system is not relief centered 

4. Removal of differentials and holiday pay; intense volume and complex calls = VIs feel 
undervalued  

5. Lousy pay for VIs in comparison to the VRS industry  
6. No dedicated trainer or recruiter 
7. Canceling of team meetings even with significant changes happening regularly 
8. Lack of respect for work-life balance - calling and tagging for support on weekends/evenings 

(things that are NOT important/emergency) 
9. CCM expected to work on company recognized holidays resulting in the loss of paid holidays off 

Constant changes that affect the VI livelihood leave VIs feeling undervalued and unappreciated. 
Removal of shift differentials and holiday pay; locking VIs into lengthy set schedules with no opportunity 
to provide exceptions in advance to guarantee time off when needed; failure to provide an updated 
platform supportive of the interpreter experience (virtual teaming, buffer between calls) 
 
It is important to acknowledge that in the span of 4 months, 6 members of management left the VI 
Operations team. Of those 6, two became VIs and the other 4 left Convo entirely. I can only speak for 
myself when I say that I left because my values as a leader were out of alignment with the current 
leadership. My primary objective as a VRS call center manager is to provide a supportive and healthy 
interpreter experience. If I am not able to foster such an environment, I cannot serve as a leader.  
 
Submission #3 
 
I came to Convo because of its curb appeal. It did not take long to realize that it was just that--an appeal. 
As time has gone on, their money-based motives have become more and more apparent.  
 
Hidden reward[s]. When COVID hit, Convo made it look like they were being a supportive company by 
waiving the status requirements. If you were full-time, you did not need to worry about working 32 hours 
a week because society was in shambles. Children were home from school and a lot of things were 
changing. The waiver of hour requirements seemed like a supportive move. After months of interpreters 
taking time to adjust to life, Convo announced it would be giving bonuses to those employees that kept 
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their status requirements. It was a slap in the face to those who made family and health a priority. This 
bonus was not announced prior to the status waiver. It was a sneaky move and left many people hurt.  
 
Overworked. With the uptick in calls during the pandemic, many interpreters are exhausted because of 
the multiple hour long call queues with no available interpreters. These interpreters have asked on 
several occasions to add a buffer between calls. Currently, when one call ends then the next one 
begins. There is not even enough time to take a drink of water. The response to the buffer suggestions 
has been, “We are consistently working to improve our staffing levels during all hours of high need 
while balancing what is forecasted to come to ensure we staff responsibly with longevity of our 
interpreting team and the company at the forefront. The goal is to achieve the necessary support and 
consistency we need during our work day. We will continue working on staffing to get the support 
needed.” This response by upper management shows the lack of concern for the wellness of 
interpreters and the limited vision of company growth.  
 
Mo. When interpreters have asked Mo for clarification on specific terminology, policies and procedures, 
she has called that employee “difficult”. Mo has also called interpreters after shift-end while at home to 
discuss concerns the interpreter was having during a prior work day. Once the issue was resolved, the 
interpreter made a suggestion to elaborate on the terminology in order to eliminate confusion for other 
interpreters who were also feeling frustrated. Mo stated that she would not do so because deaf 
employees understand this terminology better. She micromanges the words interpreters are allowed to 
say. The term “stuck” has been banned by Mo. She has counseled several interpreters after they stated 
they were “stuck” in a call and could not get to break on-time or transfer out due to the severity of the 
call. These counseling sessions also occurred after work hours.  
 
Maternity leave. The current benefit package gives administration six weeks paid at 100% and another 
six weeks paid at 40%. Full-time interpreters receive none of that and are required to use their earned 
PTO. To put this in perspective. Administration can get up to use the bathroom at any given moment. 
If they need to deal with postpartum hygiene, they can do so. Interpreters are dictated by the calls they 
are in. Since interpreters are coming back within six weeks of having a baby, they are more likely to 
need extra time in comparison to the admin after their luxurious twelve weeks.  
 
Transfers. A deaf caller can make a request to transfer to a male, female or different interpreter. We as 
interpreters, realize that sometimes we are not the best fit for every given situation. A deaf caller should 
have the right to transfer to a different interpreter. If that deaf caller states, “transfer to BIPOC 
interpreter” we are not allowed to transfer. Interpreters have told callers, “I can go ahead and transfer 
to a different interpreter but I cannot guarantee that interpreter will be BIPOC, but we can try.” Those 
interpreters were told that is wrong and they are not allowed to transfer because BIPOC is not a button. 
If that deaf caller would have said, “different interpreter,” then it would have been permitted, but because 
the deaf caller used, “BIPOC” it is no longer allowed. The deaf person said too much.  
 
Certification? Interpreters are not allowed to answer that question. If a deaf caller asks the interpreter 
if they are certified prior to connecting the call, Convo has stated that interpreters are not allowed to 
provide that information. Handling a legal issue? Medical treatment? Doesn’t matter. The deaf caller 
does not have the right to know if the interpreter is certified or not.  
 
It is clear that the motives of Convo are solely profit-based by means of Deaf community deception. It 
is a scheme covered up by free t-shirts.  
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Submission #4 
 
Convo failed to handle the pandemic well, and by the looks of it, they still have yet to make any true, 
lasting change that fits the needs of all parties it is responsible for. Working for Convo during COVID 
was my breaking point - the unprecedented increase in demand, seeing the realities of the pandemic 
constantly play out on screen in front of us, constant risk of coming to work in person at the call center 
and overall strain on my mental health led to my burn out and need to immediately resign. The 
environment Convo provides is not sustainable and to continue to keep abandoning my own needs as 
a VI for a paycheck and health insurance was no longer worth it. I was absolutely miserable in the 
environment Convo created and I was only getting through with the incredible support my peers were 
giving me. 
  
I was working full time and by the time I got home, I would sit in a daze for hours trying to decompress. 
Absolutely no work-life balance, complete survival mode. As VIs, we knew that we were suddenly 
processing more calls, more complex call content than ever before, but we never saw the increase in 
profits trickle back down to the workforce who helped make that a reality. So many windows of 
opportunity to help make the work sustainable, to help us balance out the demand so that we could still 
continue to do the work. I also tried to bring a list of at least 20 suggestions to HR a month into the 
pandemic, to try to get them to consider ways in which they could work with us to help create something 
better. After my brief meeting, it was clear that the higher-ups thought everything could be solved by 
continuing to preach “self-care” in the workforce. I stuck it out for a few months more but when Convo 
suddenly decided to put their status requirements and attendance policy back into place without any 
formal notice (it had been on hold because of the pandemic), I was immediately penalized and had my 
hours and benefits taken away for a policy I didn't know was going to be put back into place. To have 
my health insurance taken away from me during a global pandemic was absolutely appalling and I 
knew I could no longer continue to contribute to a company who was willing to do so. 
  
There is a major disconnect between those who sit at the highest levels of power within Convo and 
those who are on the frontlines, processing calls and providing language access. It does not have to 
be this way and so much (so much!) could be different, but until the Deaf leadership is willing to actively 
promote their company culture in a way where all employees (Deaf and hearing) are actually connected 
to one another, understood and supported on a consistent basis – it’s pretty clear this company is not 
setting itself up for lasting success. 
 
Submission #5 
 
I worked for three years full time at Convo. I was always going the extra mile every chance I could for 
Convo to provide best customer service and employee environment. After a move, I began to work 
again for Convo at Part-time 10 hours a week and immediately added myself to the Full Time wait list. 
I work very hard to show up, keep great numbers and be flexible to the company’s needs and requests 
in a timely manner. Monique Clark sent out an email that 10 Full Time VIs would be hired. I had been 
promptly keeping updates and asking for this position availability through my direct contacts of my 
center manager and regional manager. I worked part time 10 hours a week for 7 months while waiting 
for the full-time position to open in addition to my prior 3 years. The best news came in April, I received 
an email from my center manager informing me that my FT Status request had been approved. I 
immediately replied with a schedule request to match the needs of the company. (It was submitted, and 
I was waiting to hear back from WFM or HR on my schedule.)  
 
In the meantime, I quit my full time position at another job in order to fulfill my new job full time position 
at Convo starting May. Almost a week later I was informed in an email, that my FT status was an 
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“approval mistake” and that I can continue to "honor my waitlist and work part time 10.” I was never 
contacted to adjust my schedule or given a real explanation to any of my questions just approved and 
declined. However, life didn’t stop because Convo, a place I saw as family and gave everything to for 
several years let me down…  
 
I had my bills with a recent home purchase, engagement/wedding and I was out of full time work and 
receiving NO BENEFITS during a pandemic. I was blindsided and my plan was to reach out and 
hopefully calmly resolve this issue or at least get my questions answered through management and 
HR. HR replied with “thank you for reaching out to us.  First let me clarify, this was not an HR decision, 
it was a VI Ops. management decision that was based on the needs of the business changing.  That 
being said, I have read through your screenshots and can understand why you are upset and 
disappointed.  As I mentioned, the needs of the business can and do change very quickly, as was the 
case with the full-time position you were interested in.  Whilst I understand this position was in fact 
made available to you, there was no guarantee from us that we would be able to accommodate your 
scheduling requests or that you would accept the new rate. Please know, we do not take this lightly 
and know it was not a positive experience for you or us.  As ****(your center manager) mentioned in 
her DM, should a full-time position become available, we will reach out to you.”  
 
In response to HR, I reached out to the Regional Manager, Center Manager and Interpreter Support 
Team. NO ONE would answer simple questions such as: “I wanted to follow up if there has been any 
further discussion on Full Time becoming available? I was unfortunately one of the interpreters who 
had been offered the job and was ready to start when it was deemed a “mistake” and retracted without 
a lot of explanation. I understand the business fluctuates but I was hoping to know where I stood on 
the wait list to become full time as well as my person of contact to find out when the full time may 
become available.” I waited another two months and continued to provide amazing service and was 
avoided by management/HR and confused the entire time. With no change, no answers, no promotion, 
no support and only disappointment from Convo… I decided to step away and my thoughts and 
perspective have changed for the company.  
 
Submission #6 
 
I love the idea of Convo. I love what Convo says they stand for. I love their whole philosophy of, 
essentially, "Deaf first". I'm all about it. I love most of the customers that we serve. There are some 
really stellar people in the company and my interpreting peers are top-notch. 
 
I was big on the Convo train until a couple of things happened that soured me.  
 
There is a user that I know from my personal life, who I am very uncomfortable with for multiple reasons. 
They came up on my screen one day and asked my manager afterwards if next time I could just let 
them know I was not comfortable interpreting their call and transfer them to someone else. I never 
expected the answer I got. 
 
Manager took that question to their manager, and was told, no, interpreters do not get to ever make 
that decision. No matter what has happened between me and that person, I don't have the right (per 
Convo) to say, "I am uncomfortable in this situation, I need to transfer to another interpreter." I should 
just deal with it and "debrief afterwards". The user is the only one who can request another interpreter.  
I had another situation where a customer was upset with me for following a Convo policy. I was 
concerned if I had done the right thing and in a meeting with a manager about it, I said something along 
the lines of "If someone complained about me, I just hope you'd back me up if I had done the right thing 
and was following Convo policy." They basically said, "Well no, of course we wouldn't do that." They 
just threw me under the bus to the customer to appease them.  
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"Deaf first, at the expense of the interpreter" is a better way of saying what Convo stands for.  
 
I don't need to be the center of attention or anything. I love my job. I love working VRS. I love being 
able to help allow communication to happen! Convo talks a lot about how much they appreciate us 
but... it just feels very hollow. If we weren't necessary for business, they wouldn't give us a second 
thought.  
Firstly, I will agree with everyone’s assessment of the pay. The pay is lousy, the pay is the lowest in 
the industry, and the pay is insulting when you see the “reasoning” that they cut our pay to help offset 
benefits. They also give out paltry raises if they even give raises at all. 
 
These benefits that they brag about are prohibitively expensive because they choose to partner with a 
Deaf owned, overpriced broker.  
 
Even if you do not take the benefits, you STILL have your pay cut for increasing your hours. Becoming 
part time? Pay cut. Becoming full time? Pay cut. Moving? Pay cut. Working virtually? Pay cut.  
 
Submission #7 
 
Convo’s ever-changing policies and procedures are hard to follow, knee jerk reactionary, and used to 
squeeze the already pressured interpreters ever tighter. Keep up with the never-ending flood of Zoom 
meetings (that Convo advertises) that are a constant drain on the interpreters. VRS should not replace 
on-site or VRI interpreters, which 75% of these zoom calls need. We are constantly interpreting k-12 
classes for Deaf faculty, or Deaf parents, which is a huge burden on the interpreters with no 
compensation. 
 
Management is constantly changing, but yet it’s the same names shuffled to new lateral positions, given 
advancements, or moved to completely new positions. Most of these upper management are non-
interpreters who don’t know what a day in the life of an abused interpreter feels like. Management who 
isn’t shuffled often leave. So many have jumped ship already, there is no stability.  
 
The call centers are poorly kept. The working cubes have harsh side lighting that some non-interpreter 
think tank came up with, the lighting was so bad most interpreters did not use it and it went to waste. If 
the interpreters did use it, they ran the risk of headaches and eye strain. The facilities where the 
interpreters work has poor ventilation, and any chemical work in adjacent offices (new rugs, painting 
etc) leeches into the interpreting space. The locked inner interpreting area is so stuffy that working in 
there for a full time person can be stifling. 
 
Submission # 8  
 
Interpreters have really tried NOT to share this information, but they really feel like the Deaf community 
needs to know about what’s happening. Ft. Wayne was a very close knit community. Pleasantville was 
first but Ft. Wayne was one of the first ones too. The Alabama Call Center manager was with the 
company for MANY years and even though the person that was in charge of that call center was not a 
real good fit, the agency didn’t seem to care. They were not a good fit because they weren’t able to be 
receptive to feedback. Interpreters were discouraged from moving to another (2nd) room and even 
though it became an issue, some interpreters decided to go ahead and use the room anyway. The 
manager was often making a big deal.  
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There are interpreters that have quit just to advocate for other interpreters, but it seems like over the 
last couple of years, any time an interpreter quit Convo, they didn’t seem to care about what was 
happening. In Austin, the interpreters are very SEPARATED from the Deaf community and deaf staff. 
It was an interesting experience.  
 
Changes have been constantly promised. Ft Wayne and Alabama call centers were closed after they 
went into the centers and promised the interpreters they wouldn’t. Within a month of that meeting, the 
centers were closed. They had been told that because the Alabama call center was too far away from 
Texas, the interpreters who worked there were told it was too bad and so sad.  
 
Interpreters who worked at the Ft. Wayne call center was offered the option to commute about 4 hours 
away to the Toledo Call Center. Many interpreters lost their jobs during that bount of change. The 
minimum allowed for Convo to maintain a relationship with them was 15 hours a month.  
 
The Roseville Call Center was given even less notice. They were informed on a Tuesday and closed 
on a Friday. This happened in May of 2020. They kept telling interpreters that they shouldn’t worry 
because they could work from home. Some interpreters were unable to go to Pleasanton so they lost 
their jobs. Others that went ahead and transferred to Pleasanton, were told that if they were unable to 
work from home, they could go ahead and figure out their situation and work from home in the future. 
(This was later retracted.) 
 
There was lack of sympathy or empathy during the transfer. Call Center turnover rates are horrible. It 
is so high that interpreters cannot keep up with changes and keep track of who is in charge. Interpreters 
are not able to focus on their job of interpreting but are forced to focus on the background noise of the 
company.  
 
Back in December, they started tracking how long it takes to end a session after a deaf caller hangs 
up, how many times you decline a call, how many times you miss a call, etc. Convo started tracking 
this but was doing a very poor job doing it. When they would inform an interpreter they weren’t meeting 
numbers, they couldn’t give them actual data but were giving them percentages. A big problem with 
this was that many interpreters (80 percent of the time a person is working in a call center, they work 
with Canada VRS) were doing Canada calls and Convo would count that as “1 ½ hours late for work” 
or even when someone would be in a meeting, they would be told they were late coming back from 
break. The system was not working and many interpreters were being chastised by their managers 
without justification. 
 
Submission #9 
 
[This was submitted as a resignation letter by a former Convo employee.] 
 
To Convo Communications, 
 
I wanted to bring to your attention that I plan on seeking employment elsewhere due to a myriad of 
factors. I find it important to address these issues as I cannot be the only one to have experienced 
them. I hope that these issues will be appropriately addressed for a brighter future for current and 
subsequent employees. 
 
Below I have listed the concerns, in no particular order. 
 
-Lack on transparency and communication from upper level leadership. During the length of the 
pandemic there has been a constant lack of VI's to support on the phones. Transparency as to why 
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there is such a lack of support, and continually last minute calls for support could create empathy and 
compassion, however the lack of communication has led to animosity as VI's feel overworked and 
GREATLY underappreciated. There has been little to no communication passed down to VI's when 
changes are made and/or the reasons behind said changes. Without any communication what other 
logical conclusion would VI's draw other than feeling unvalued? At least 3 call centers closed within the 
last year, some very last minute, leaving VI's in very stressful situations to make rash decisions that 
should not have been made lightly. In addition, there was no formal communication when CAV recently 
switched to WaterFox, there was a single post in Spark but if you were not there the day it was posted 
it was extremely easy to overlook, consequently there was a lot of confusion about why Safari was no 
longer working and where and how VI's should be logging onto the platform. Why not preemptively get 
ahead of a foreseeable issue and send out an email announcement? In addition, weekly updates and 
center meetings ceased all together- again leaving VI's on the front line without a space to stay informed 
or express themselves. 
 
-There have been no new ICD trainings within the last year, though many policies and changes have 
been made. How are VI's supposed to remember the updates without a resource to review said 
changes on? 
 
-Platform hoping between CAV and the US leads to code switching between the languages and 
cultures, which on the surface may not seem very different but when in the interpreting seat the 
languages and cultures differ greatly. Not only does code switching take a great deal of energy, 
switching platforms and ensuring your logging in and out of the matrix and Teamwork can be a lot to 
remember and if not done incorrectly, can negatively impact VI metrics. 
 
-Advertising multiple times that Convo will interpret conference calls, classes, meetings, zoom calls, 
etc. without getting a pulse or even having a dialog with the people doing the work for these calls, the 
VI's. This sends the message that the VI's experience, health, and wellbeing are, again, not valued. 
 
-Nearing 1 year into a global pandemic and there has been no update, as promised for multiple years, 
to the platform, let alone no new technology available to access teaming. As the work from home order 
was enacted there were fewer VI's available for those who were left working in-center and consequently 
made teaming, increasingly challenging calls, next to impossible. Not only that, but for the folks who 
were working from home have had no way to team at all. The very calls Convo advertised VI's would 
be available to interpret- conference calls, classes, Zoom, etc. How are VI's supposed to provide the 
best experience for the caller and implement self-care when the tools are not available to do this? 
 
-Throughout this last year on multiple occasions there have been announcements in regards to "record 
breaking numbers". While that is wonderful for the company, why are incentives and differentials being 
cut? I understand that VI's are a large source of the budget, however, they are the ones on the frontline, 
ensuring calls are answered and processed, making money for the company. 
 
-In the last year I have seen my CCM take on multiple roles, fall ill for being overworked and therefore 
unavailable to support the staff to report to her. 
 
-No clear steps of action or continued discourse with HR or upper level leadership when VI's bring up 
concerns. I was witness to this when fellow VI's brought up issues in the beginning of the pandemic. 
Due to the lack of correspondence and fear of retaliation, VI's stopped reporting. I also experienced 
this a few years back when I brought up an issue with my CCM. I raised a concern with HR because 
she was bringing in intimate and very revealing garments as well as non-consensually showing her 
subordinates sexually explicit photographs of herself. I received one email from HR and I had to be the 
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one to reachout a second time to see if action was being taken but it fell silent, never to be addressed 
again. 
 
-No communication about yearly reviews, pay raises, etc. This is particularly worrisome as there is no 
way for VI's to foresee any concrete advancement within the company. 
 
For all the stated reasons and as the situation currently stands, I do not foresee longevity in the position 
of VI or with the company as a whole. It seems no one can maintain long-term employment without 
sacrificing a big part of themselves to Convo. 
 
Submission #10 – [Glassdoor Review] 
 
[A current employee who has worked at Convo for more than five years submitted this review on 
Glassdoor as of July 11, 2021. They wrote that Convo “used to be amazing, now a sinking ship with 
zero professionalism.”] 
 
Pros 
 
• Deaf owned. 
• Some amazing colleagues. 
• You work on Macs. 

 
Cons 
• Completely inept executive management team 
• Constant restructuring, since nobody is qualified for the roles they're in beyond being deaf and 

friends with the CEO/COO. 
• Pretend to listen to interpreters on the front line, but do nothing with the information they're given 
• Delusional about being leaders in the VRS field. 
• Constant changes in policy, combined with a lack of communication means nobody is on the same 

page ever. 
• Gaslighting of interpreters, especially when it comes to policy (you can get training materials or 

emails explicitly stating something, and when you ask about it, you're told they never said that.) 
• Noncompetitive wages, and stopped annual raises (even if tiny) without informing us. 
• Tell their non-VI teams to come here and put in positive comments to balance out the honest ones 

(you can see the trends in January 2021, and October 2020) 
• A passive-aggressive/vindictive lead scheduler (The other schedulers are wonderful, though!) 
• No more appreciation gifts on holidays/end of the year/christmas, and often no acknowledgment at 

all. Last year we got a mid-day afterthought email on Interpreter Appreciation Day, of all days. 
• No holiday pay, and mandated working on holidays. Feel free to give up your Christmas without 

being paid time and a half to make it worth it. 
• Get constant emails about how you have broken records, without acknowledging the burnout we 

are all going through that made it happen. 
• Be put in interpreting situations that break the Code of Professional Conduct and for which you are 

not qualified, since Convo encourages use of VRS for Zoom classes, including K-12, skirting 
educational qualification/certification laws and regulations. 

• All time off for tech issues or reboots count toward your efficiency numbers, and need to come from 
your break time. There is no way to log out under a Tech Issue label. 

• Very hush hush firing of managers, and people who are hired to help improve the interpreter 
experience (supposedly.) 
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• Zero transparency, yet always talking about transparency. 
• Last minute center closures that have been in the works for months: you must go into work today 

prepared to no longer have a job tomorrow. 
• Covid outbreaks in centers that they keep on the down low so they don't have to close for an 

appropriate amount of time, leading to outbreaks of Covid among interpreters. 
• Emails that go out chastising interpreters for *getting* covid, and causing additional stress on "the 

team", instead of staffing appropriately in a pandemic. 
• They send out a lot of surveys that eat up your time and energy, and then do literally nothing with 

the results. 
• Nothing we haven't told management repeatedly for the last 2+ years. 

 
Advice to Management 
Jarrod needs to actually talk to the VIs. The cognitive dissonance is astounding to the point of being 
offensive. Don't tell me I've made you almost 3 million dollars this month as you take everything away 
from me. Wayne, you're so disconnected. I understand this is how you make your money for your 
movies, but we need people who are invested in fixing this mess and getting back to what Convo used 
to be. I'd address HR, except Isidore is gone, and nobody else even responds to emails, so I certainly 
don't expect this to bring forth any change in that arena. 
 
General advice: Get back to Convo's roots. Get back to when we used to be proud we worked for 
Convo, and we'd tell our friends and family to switch to Convo, or come work for Convo. You were 
messy and had growing pains, but it was at least worth it. Now you're 10 years in, still as messy, and 
have no redeeming qualities anymore. 
 
 

 


